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Abstract - In NAND flash memory devices, pages marked 
“invalid” can remain in blocks and occupy flash space. 
Therefore, it is necessary to physically eliminate invalid pages 
and collect valid pages from the victim blocks in order to 
sustain flash write performance and storage lifespan. Alt-
hough there have been many research studies on efficient 
garbage collection techniques, research has focused on victim 
selection methodologies and no solutions have been proposed 
for the victim selection process cost overhead. Indeed, the 
host system quite often suffers unendurable storage-access 
delays because garbage collection produces much computa-
tional over-head when doing victim selection. A novel gar-
bage col-lection mechanism, called “Two-Level List-based 
Garbage Collection”, is proposed in this paper. The victim 
block selection overhead can be efficiently reduced in this 
scheme; hence, the responsiveness to host requests is signifi-
cantly improved. 
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1 Introduction 
  There has been a revolutionary change in data storage 
fields since the development of NAND flash memories. 
NAND flash memories have been widely used as the storage 
media of embedded systems such as MP3 players, mobile 
devices, and digital cameras owing to their non-volatile, high 
random access performance, and low power consumption 
flash characteristics. The unit price of flash memory is con-
stantly decreasing because the vendors of flash memories are 
trying to squeeze more capacity into constantly shrinking 
silicon dies and adopting multi-level cell (MLC) technology 
[1]. NAND flash storage devices (i.e., solid state drives) are 
becoming a viable solution for satisfying the high perfor-
mance and low power consumption demands of notebooks 
and desktop-PCs as well as portable embedded systems with 
continuing improvements in both capacity and price. 
 However, NAND flash memory has several restrictions 
resulting from its architectural characteristics. First, pages 
(the minimum data access unit of a flash memory) are de-
signed to share an identical word-line and blocks (consisting 
of several pages) are designed to share an identical bit-line in 
order to provide high density memory devices. The unit sizes 
of the erase and read/write operations are asymmetric for this 
reason: read/write operations are performed in a page unit 

while erase operations should be executed in a block unit. 
Second, electrons in the flash memory data cells can only be 
removed through an erase operation once the floating gates of 
the data cells are charged with electrons; thus, the write oper-
ation may have to be preceded by an erase operation. This 
characteristic is sometimes called “erase-before-write”. Third, 
NAND flash causes an unpredictable electron-leakage prob-
lem due to the wearing out of the silicon oxide film which is 
located between the floating gate and the transistor gate in a 
cell. The electron-leakage problem mainly causes uncorrecta-
ble bit errors and, therefore, the lifespan of flash memory 
expires after performing a limited number of program/erase 
(P/E) cycles. 
 In order to hide these constraints of NAND flash memo-
ries, current flash-based storage systems use a special inter-
face called a flash translation layer (FTL) [2-5], which is 
supported by the storage firmware. The main role of the FTL 
is to make flash storage a virtual in-place updatable storage 
device. For example, the FTL redirects each write request to 
the physical flash area and marks the previously programmed 
page invalid when the host repetitively issues write opera-
tions on the same address space. The flash storage can gener-
ate a relatively small number of page-copy operations and 
block-erase operations from this FTL emulation technique, so 
it is helpful for improving NAND flash memory durability. 
 However, a problem may arise when pages marked 
“invalid” remain in blocks and occupy flash space. Therefore, 
it is necessary to physically eliminate invalid pages and col-
lect valid pages from the victim blocks in order to sustain 
flash write performance and storage lifespan. This sequence 
of operation processes is called garbage collection [6-7]. The 
performance and durability of the flash storage can be kept 
stable if the garbage collection mechanism is efficiently de-
signed. 
 There has been much research [8-15] on efficient gar-
bage collection techniques and various victim block selection 
methods that cut down on operational overhead have been 
proposed. However, these research studies have only focused 
on victim block selection methodologies and have not pro-
posed any solutions for the cost overhead of victim selection 
processes. Indeed, the host system quite often suffers unen-
durable storage-access delays because garbage collection 
produces great computational overhead when performing 
victim selection processes. Therefore, the storage-access 
performance and responsiveness of flash storage can be im-
proved by reducing the cost overhead of victim selection 
processes.  



 A novel garbage collection mechanism known as Two 
Level list-based Garbage Collection (2LGC) is proposed in 
this paper. In the proposed scheme, the FTL stores block 
addresses into two-level lists when the numbers of invalid-
marked pages in those blocks pass a threshold. The stacked 
block map addresses in two-level lists are used for victim 
selection processes. The FTL can efficiently reduce the vic-
tim block selection overhead in this manner; hence, the re-
sponsiveness to host requests is significantly improved. 
 Flash storage performance was analyzed using a flash 
storage prototype platform [16], which consists of hardware 
parts (i.e., NAND flash controllers, memory controllers, and a 
CPU) and software parts (i.e., FTL) in order to verify the 
effectiveness of the 2LGC scheme. The resulting 2LGC 
scheme offered significant benefits, such as a high perfor-
mance storage-access ability and a host command delay drop, 
compared to an on-demand victim search technique in our 
experiments. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A prelim-
inary overview of garbage collection mechanisms and latency 
hiding skills is described in the next section. Related works, 
including victim block selection techniques and their laten-
cies are reviewed in Section III. The proposed garbage collec-
tion scheme is explained in Section IV and its feasibility is 
discussed. A comparison of the 2LGC scheme to the on-
demand victim selection technique in terms of responsiveness 
is analyzed in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn from 
this study in Section VI.  

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Garbage Collection Mechanism 

 The FTL address re-mapping technique has a problem 
in that invalid-marked pages occupy the flash area without 
being erased. If these invalid-marked pages accumulate in the 
flash storage, the problem of no more available free blocks 
arises, although the capacity of used space is much smaller 
than that of the flash storage. Therefore, it is necessary to 
physically eliminate invalid-marked pages and make free 
blocks available in order to sustain flash write performance 
and storage capacity. Garbage collection is thus needed for 
reclaiming invalid-marked pages scattered over blocks so that 
the invalid-marked pages can again become free pages. The 
garbage collection sequence and its operational cost are 
summarized as follows.  
 
 The FTL selects some blocks which are expected to 

have the lowest garbage collection cost as victim blocks 
when garbage collection is triggered. The P/E cycles or 
hot/cold identification of each block as well as the num-
ber of invalid pages can be considered when selecting 
victim blocks. The FTL targets entire blocks as victim-
candidate blocks of flash storage, which may cause a se-
rious operational cost. 

 The FTL implements block erase operations in order to 
physically remove the invalid-marked pages from the se-

lected victim blocks. However, the FTL should allocate 
a free block and then copy all the valid pages from vic-
tim blocks to the free block because the victim blocks 
may have valid pages. Consequently, the valid pages 
scattered over victim blocks are copied to one free block. 

 The FTL updates the mapping information after generat-
ing a data block full of valid pages and the victim blocks 
are then physically erased. The erased blocks are logical-
ly located in the free block pool and reallocated when 
necessary. 

2.2 Latency Hiding of Garbage Collection 

 The storage access frequency of a host system is called 
data access intensity and is affected by workload characteris-
tics. Storage I/O performance is directly influenced by the 
factor of data access intensity. During the high data access 
intensity, the host event queue can be filled with storage-
access requests and hence must be handled immediately. On 
the other hand, during the low data access intensity, the stor-
age system becomes largely idle and its bandwidth is greatly 
under-utilized [17]. Therefore, a large portion of the run-time 
garbage collection cost can be saved if the FTL implements 
time-consuming operations during low data access intensity. 
 However, the request-pending problem must be consid-
ered when adopting an idle-time garbage collection technique. 
The FTL should suspend garbage collection and immediately 
back into the request handling process when the host issues 
storage-access requests during low data access intensity. 
Therefore, the responsiveness to the host storage-access re-
quests can be improved if the garbage collection operations 
are preemptively designed. 

3 Related Works 
 In this section, victim block selection techniques of 
garbage collection are analyzed and an explanation is given 
for the operational latencies incurred by those techniques. 

3.1 Victim Block Selection 

 Various cost-based garbage collection techniques [6-15] 
have been proposed over the past several years. In the Greedy 
algorithm, Wu et al. [8] first suggested that the FTL selects 
blocks having the largest number of invalid-marked pages as 
victim blocks. In this way, the FTL can reduce the number of 
page program operations from victim blocks and improve the 
performance and durability of NAND flash storage. However, 
the subsequently proposed algorithms, such as the Cost-
benefit scheme [9], indicate a problem in that the Greedy 
algorithm is not suitable for prolonging the lifespan of flash 
storage because the Greedy algorithm selects victim blocks 
without considering their P/E cycles. 
 Therefore, many subsequent studies [10-15] have pro-
posed victim block selection techniques considering wear 
leveling costs. However, the dynamic wear leveling and static 
wear leveling schemes [18-19] have already been adopted 
inside flash storages, so there is no need to consider both 



wear leveling and garbage collection issues together. Conse-
quently, if the wear leveling cost is not taken into considera-
tion, the Greedy algorithm shows the highest performance in 
terms of garbage collection cost compared with other victim 
selection techniques. 

3.2 Victim Selection Latency 

 Measuring computational latencies from garbage collec-
tion is a totally different issue because the previously pub-
lished research on garbage collection schemes did not focus 
on victim block management costs such as victim selection 
overheads and sorting delays. Thus, victim block manage-
ment costs must be carefully analyzed in order to decrease 
garbage collection latencies. 
 The garbage collection operational delays, based on 
previous research, are as follows. First, the FTL extracts the 
number of invalid-marked pages from each block by search-
ing the entire flash memory space. Extracting the number of 
invalid-marked pages will take longer for larger capacity 
flash storage because flash storage has the same number of 
block map entries as the number of data blocks. Second, the 
FTL continuously compares the number of invalid-marked 
pages from each block until enough victim blocks are select-
ed in order to select victim blocks having the largest number 
of invalid-marked pages for each block. Although it is as-
sumed that the FTL uses a quick sort algorithm which has the 
best performing speed among the well-known sorting algo-
rithms, the operational delay becomes O(NlogN) in general 
case, and O(N2) in the worst case. 

4 2LGC 

4.1 Victim Block Selection 

 The 2LGC scheme is able to isolate victim block selec-
tion from garbage collection. In short, this scheme maintains 
the victim priority of target blocks by sorting the blocks by 
the number of invalid-marked pages during run-time. The 
two-level lists are used to implement the run-time victim 
block searching technique, as shown in Figure 4: a candidate 
list and a garbage block list (along with other de-tails that are 
explained in Section IV (C)). In the 2LGC scheme, the FTL 
stores physical block addresses in the two-level lists depend-
ing on the numbers of invalid-marked pages and uses them 
when necessary. This allows the flash storage to reduce block 
searching overheads and victim block sorting costs during 
garbage collection. Figure 1 rep-resents the controller archi-
tecture of a NAND flash storage and the location of the 2L-
list. 
 Figure 2 shows the 2LGC map entries. First, the page 
map table is an essential data structure of a page mapping 
FTL. The main role of this table is to translate logical page 
numbers (LPNs) from a host system into physical page num-
bers (PPNs) in NAND flash memories. Second, the aim of 
the block map table is to store physical block information 
whether the block is available or not when the FTL allocates 
free blocks. The block map table is also an essential data 

structure for supporting garbage collection or wear leveling 
algorithms.  

 
Fig. 1. Flash storage controller architecture. 

  

 Fig. 2. 2LGC map entries: (a) page map entry and (b) block map entry. 

 As shown in Figure 2(a), each page map table entry is 
composed of a 31-bit PPN and a 1-bit page validation-mark 
flag. The number of entries in a page map table is the same as 
the number of pages in the flash storage. If the storage access 
request from the host is issued to the flash storage, the FTL 
searches the 31-bit PPNs of the page map table using the 
LPNs (if a physical page size of 8KB is assumed, the 31-bit 
page number can represent 244 bytes or 16TB). On the other 
hand, the FTL has to check the page validation-mark flag 
using the PPNs in order to confirm whether or not the data in 
physical page space are valid. The address space can be more 
efficiently saved by combining a 31-bit PPN and a 1-bit page 
validation-mark flag into a single 32-bit I/O bus width regis-
ter. 
 There are six entries in the block map table as shown in 
Figure 2(b). The usage of each entry is as follows. First, 
2LGC uses three flags for supporting address translation. A 
1-bit bad block-mark flag, a 1-bit free-mark flag, and a 1-bit 
erase-mark flag represent whether the physical block is bad 
or not, free or not, and erased or not, respectively. Second, 
2LGC uses two page offset entries for maintaining page in-
formation within a block. An 8-bit invPage offset shows how 
many invalid pages are involved within a block and an 8-bit 
curPage offset explains which page of the block is available 
for programming. Lastly, the 13-bit eCount number stands for 
the number of times each block has been erased. 

4.2 Single-Block Garbage Collection 

 The FTL selects multiple victim blocks, copies valid 
pages into one free block, and invalidates the victim blocks in 
the on-demand victim selection techniques. For example, the 



FTL updates the page map table with a new physical page 
number and erases victim blocks whose physical block num-
bers are 2, 4, and 5 when page copy operations are finished, 
as shown in Figure 3(a). The FTL needs to copy four pages 
and erase three blocks as well as to search victim blocks and 
update map tables during this multiple-block garbage collec-
tion process. As seen in this example, the on-demand victim 
selection techniques can make relatively more reusable free 
blocks, but may cause a large peak delays within only one 
garbage collection 
 

 

Fig. 3. (a) An existing garbage collection and (b) 2LGC mechanism. 

 On the other hand, the 2LGC scheme can separate a 
garbage collection sequence into several single-block garbage 
collection operations, so it is possible to improve 
responsiveness and make the flash storage preemptive. Note 
that the 2LGC can implement single-block garbage collection 
mainly because the FTL can use a page offset for each block 
stored in the curPage offset entries, as shown in Figure 2(b). 
All the blocks can be reallocated as non-free states through 
the use of curPage offsets. For example, as shown in Figure 
3(b), the FTL updates the page map table with a new physical 
page number and erases the block whose physical block 
number is 5 when page copy operations are finished. In this 
case, the FTL needs to copy two pages and erase one block 
and update the map tables during the single-block garbage 
collection process. Compared with on-demand victim 
selection mechanisms, 2LGC single-block garbage collection 
is quite effective for supporting a preemptive storage system 

4.3 Algorithm 

 Figure 4 shows the two-level lists used in the 2LGC 
algorithm. The operational sequence is as follows. The FTL 
continuously checks the number of invalid-marked pages for 
the corresponding block whenever the page validation-mark 
flag of each page map entry is updated. If the number of 
invalid-marked pages in that block is over a threshold value, 
the 2LGC stores the block address in the Candidate list. The 
entries in Candidate list are not to be sorted in the initial state. 
The 2LGC can reconstruct the Candidate list only when the 
following two cases occur. 

  (1) If the Candidate list is full, a block whose entire 
pages are invalid is demoted into the Garbage block list. If 
user workloads, such as file copies and internet explorations, 
are used, several blocks can be expected to be demoted into 
the Garbage block list because they include a large number of 
sequential program operations. However, if the Candidate list 
does not have such blocks any more, the 2LGC sorts the 
blocks of the Candidate list in the order of invalid-marked 
page numbers and removes a block address from the tail of 
Candidate list. The block address currently being added to the 
Candidate list is quickly demoted to the Garbage block list if 
pages in the block are sequentially programmed. 
  (2) When garbage collection is triggered, the 2LGC 
firstly checks the Garbage block list and selects a block from 
the head of the Garbage block list as the victim. If the Gar-
bage block list is empty, the 2LGC then checks the Candidate 
list and selects a block from the head of the Candidate list. 
 

 Fig. 4. Two-level lists in the 2LGC algorithm 

 
 In 2LGC, the FTL is designed to use a single-block 
garbage collection scheme, as mentioned in Section IV (B). 
Although the host issues storage-access requests during 
garbage collection, the FTL can back into the request 
handling process without putting a bookmark in the garbage 
collection sequence because the block addresses already exist 
in the Candidate list. In the same way, background garbage 
collection can be implemented atomically. The 2LGC has 
only to add the block address to the Garbage block list when 
finishing background single-block garbage collection. 

5 Experiments 

5.1 Performance Evaluation 

 In order to verify the effectiveness of 2LGC scheme, we 
conducted real-system based experiments using a flash proto-
type platform board [16] equipped with an INDILINX bare-
foot SSD controller. The SSD controller of the platform board 
consists of hardware parts (i.e., NAND flash controllers [20], 
memory controllers, and a CPU) and software parts (i.e., 
FTL), so an algorithmic evaluation can be performed by rede-
signing the firmware inside the SSD controller. Moreover, the 
most accurate and reliable experiments can be conducted 
through this platform because the platform board is connected 



by a SATA2 interface using a notebook or desktop as storage 
[21]. The platform board and the specification of INDILINX 
barefoot SSD controller are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1, 
respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Flash prototype platform board. 

 
 

Table 1. SSD controller specification of platform board 

 
 

 The IOMeter benchmark [22] is used for generating 
meaningful workloads in the experiments. In order to extract 
the accurate experimental data, we exclude data I/Os caused 
by operating systems or file systems. The platform board is 
connected to the host as flash storage without installing any 
operating systems or formatting any file systems because the 
IOMeter benchmark can handle direct storage-access opera-
tions to the unformatted data storage. The IOMeter bench-
mark can also organize workloads of various read/write and 
random/sequential access intensities; thus, configurable work-
loads with the desired properties can be generated. The work-
load variation is shown in Table 2 (the minimum storage 
access unit size is 32KB due to the page clustering technique). 
Finally, the flash storage is programmed with a ran-
dom/sequential write ratio (r: 50/ s: 50) for aging entire pages 
to enable the measurement of garbage collection operation 
latencies. In this experiment, the threshold value is defined as 
3/4 of the number of pages in a block, the Candidate list size 
is 1/20 of storage capacity, and the Garbage block list size is 
1/10 of storage capacity, respectively. 

 
Table 2. Workloads 

 
 

5.2 IOPS and Execution Time 

 Figure 6 shows the flash storage IOPS varied with the 
garbage collection scheme during the time intervals. In this 
experiment, the IOPS represents the number of page-level 
commands generated by the FTL, not the number of request-
level commands issued by the host. The IOPS of the 2LGC 
scheme were compared to that of the on-demand victim selec-
tion technique using the IOMeter benchmark workloads 
shown in Table 2. As shown in the figure, the average IOPS 
of the 2LGC scheme is superior to that of the on-demand 
victim selection technique because 2LGC saves garbage col-
lection costs. There is a significant decrease in the IOPS of 
the on-demand victim selection technique because it causes 
entire block searching and victim selection overhead when 
garbage collection is triggered (see Section III (B) for more 
details of garbage collection latency). On the other hand, the 
2LGC scheme can reduce the system latencies caused by 
garbage collection because it maintains victim-candidate 
blocks within the two-level lists during system run-time. 
Moreover, the peak delays can be minimized and responsive-
ness to the host improved because of the effectiveness of the 
single-block garbage collection technique. 

6 Conclusion 
 In this paper, we have studied the operational mecha-
nisms and the computational overheads of garbage collection. 
The garbage collection was found to have too much computa-
tional overhead to find victim blocks, resulting in unendura-
ble host system access latency (very low responsiveness) and 
performance degradation. 
 However, the proposed 2LGC garbage collection 
scheme eliminated the computational overheads due to victim 
block selection from the critical path of the garbage collection 
operations. The responsiveness to host system requests was 
also improved by making the garbage collection operation 
preemptive. The 2LGC scheme achieved significant 
performance improvement in flash storage bandwidth and 
request processing latency in comparison to the on-demand 
victim selection technique in our experiments. 
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